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The paper focuses on the vers libre prosody taking into account the auditory aspect of its oral actualisation. The main hypothesis of
the study is that vers libre is constituted with a range of definite stable prosodic features that allow referring it to versification and at
the same time to something different from a metered text and prose. Stimuli include written and oral presentations of vers libre. Some
prosaic extracts have been analysed to compare them with vers libre. In addition, vers libre has been written as a piece of prose
(pseudo-prose) and recited orally by native speakers having RP pronunciation. The prose has been written as vers libre, i.e. divided
into lines (pseudo-verse), and cited as a verse. It helps identify the role of prosodic features in constituting vers libre specificity. The
authors come to the conclusion that vers libre is correlated with a rather comprehensive set of prosodic features that determine its
specificity. The quality of the “poetic speech” is formed by all components of its prosodic structure. The most important poetic
features of vers libre are presented by its accent system and rhythmical structure. The accentual features include decentralisation of
an accent in free verse lines; the rhythmic dominant on the last ictus in the line; an additional emphasis in polysyllabic words. The
typical rhythmic structures in the vers libre are monosyllabic 1/1, disyllabic 2/2, 2/1, three-syllabic 3/2, 3/3 and four-syllablic 4/3
ones. The difference between vers libre and prose is demonstrated mainly by temporal and pausal features.
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Introduction
The main feature of poetic speech was defined as the regular occurrence of phonetic representations
(syllable, syllable combination, vowel and consonant sound representations) (Polivanov, 1963; Aroui &
Arleo, 2009, etc.). The elimination of traditional verse properties (meter, rhyme, etc.), the absence of
typically verse “prompts” (inversions, repetitions) in some vers libre varieties on lexical and syntactic levels
make this versification close to prose.
There exist a considerable number of works, dealing with the prosody of metrical verse, which account
for the importance of different features (tonal, temporal, accentual, etc.) that contribute to the prosodic
specificity of poetry. Such works are focused on the analysis of the prosodic features of poems according to
the authors’ styles (Fabb, & Halle, 2006; Guseva, 2007) as well as study the verses referring to a certain
period or genre (Hench, & Estes, 2018; Vorobey, 2011; Knyazeva, 2012; Logvin, 1989; Suslova 2005;
Tokareva, 2009). A significant number of works look into the rhythm in literary (mainly poetic) texts (Esser,
2011; Grigoryan, 2004; Gumovskaya, 2000; Harding, 2010; Kalashnikova, 2013; Mirianashvili 2007; Smus’,
1988; Shevelyova-Garkusha, 2013; Zabuzhanska 2016). Some works place greater focus on certain prosodic
characteristics such as the temporal component (Cureton, 2017; Karpichenkova, 1981; Titova, 2009).
The study of prosody of free verse is of a particular interest since the vers libre stands out due to its
form against the background of the traditional poetics of any nation (Bittner, 1997; Kachalkina, 2004;
Zhovtis, 2013). And if there is no need to justify the right to the existence of classical versification systems,
then the status of free verse is still debated in current science. The concept of the so-called “negative”
definition of free verse, according to which it has no formal signs of poetic speech, has not yet been rejected.
Vers libre is often defined as “non-metrical” verse, which means that “there are no patterns to the
verse” (Steel, 1990). Some definitions of free verse are rather vague. According to Timofeyev & Vengrov
(1963), vers libre is characterised by the arbitrary number of stressed and unstressed syllables, the absence of
recurring uniform stanzas and rhymes. Its “homogeneous syntactic organisation” defines “a homogeneous
intonation, with which each of the verse lines and phrases of free verse is pronounced”, hence, “the free
rhythm of the poem” (p. 137).
But, nevertheless, in modern science, another tendency is becoming stronger, whose representatives are
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looking for constructive signs of vers libre, rightly believing that free verse is characterised by certain
regularities.
The analysis of phonetic works dealing with poetic studies proves that they do not take into
consideration the prosodic features of poetry in a broad sense of this word, which is shown in the following
review of phonetic monographs and articles. According to the majority of studies (see, for instance, Hartman,
1996; Finch, 2000), the most important features in poetic forms are, by no means, the rhythmic ones. Some
researchers emphasise that poetic prosody belongs to the sphere of poetics as a subsection of rhetoric
(Andrews, 2016) rather than to linguistics. In (Scott & Evans, 2012), the authors underline the importance of
“locating (this) verse at the intersection of multiplied coordinates”: rhyme, repetition, etc., and relating to the
study of linguistic structures: “tempo, pause, tone, accentual variations…” (p. 1518). As cited in (Aroui &
Arleo, 2009), Duhamel and Vildrac state that syntactical parallelism “rhythmically energises the verse”, thus
the verse is based not “on controlling metric of a syllabic count, but on syntax…” (p. 101). In addition, the
authors pay attention to the fact that “the metrical structure of free verse depends on the simultaneous cooperation of all metrically relevant factors” (Bittner, 1997, p. 3). Among the factors which determine the
specifics of vers libre versification (“metrically relevant factors”), they mention syntax, lexical stress and
“metro-rhythmic idealisation” (Bittner, 1997, p. 3). It is also pointed out that the form of vers libre is
influenced by the “specific segmentation of the discourse characteristic of the written poetry of the modern
Western European tradition” (Murat, 2008, p. 34), while its segmentation is presented graphically due to the
transition to a new line (Belavina, 2017).
It is evident that the prosodic structure of free verse is a specific phenomenon. In this regard, it will be
interesting to find out how the material substance of free verse is structured, what is common in the prosodic
organisation of vers libre with other versification systems, the combination of which components allows
speaking about the specifics of this genre. Thus the relevance of the study of such a poetic form as free verse
is caused by the necessity to define its status, revealing the constitutive characteristics of a free verse at the
prosodic level of its organisation.
The research object is the English poetic speech in its genre variety of free verse. The aim of this work
is to identify and describe the patterns of prosodic explication of free verse.
The main hypothesis of the study is that vers libre is constituted with a range of definite stable prosodic
features owing to which it can be attributed to versification and at the same time it is perceived as something
different from a metered text and prose.
The presented above review of the studies of free verse in modern linguistics shows that the following
factors are relevant in defining the prosodic features of vers libre:
1) the hierarchy of rhythmic units (lines, rhythmic groups, etc.), organising the free verse read aloud;
2) different line compositions of free verse (when the line is the main rhythmic unit of the poetic work
and when the rhythm-forming function of line breaks in vers libre).
Methodological Background
To ascertain the prosodic characteristics of vers libre, we performed a theoretical analysis of the
literature on the problem, auditory analysis of experimental material as well as mathematical processing of
the data obtained (Brovchenko et al., 1976; Dvorzhetskaya, & Steriopolo, 1991). In identifying the features
of accentuation of free verse, the analysis of its accentual patterns according to the method suggested by
Zlatoustova (1962a, 1962b) (in terms of rhythmic structures) turned out to be very effective.
Stimuli were presented by vers libre and prosaic excerpts to compare them with vers libre. The material
under study includes audio recordings and texts of 200 vers libre and prosaic excerpts of the 20th centuries,
voiced by their authors and/or narrators, native speakers of English. The total duration of the recordings
under analysis is 293 minutes.
We took into consideration the conclusion made by Zhovtis related to the so-called verse specifics, which
exists due to the graphic segmentation and a system of interlinear pauses. “The vers libre remains faithful to the
verse and is a verse, not prose, because it reveals the correspondence of lines graphically singled out by the
author’s attitude to the verse. <…> The presence or absence of an adjustment in correspondence should serve
as a basis for attributing the work to either verses or prose” (Zhovtis, 2013, p. 30).
The auditory analysis included three stages. The purpose of the first stage is to identify the type of
literary speech in accordance with prosodic information. In order to perform this task, vers libre has been
written as a piece of prose (pseudo-prose) and then read aloud and recorded by native speakers having
RP pronunciation. The prose has been presented as vers libre (pseudo-verse) and cited as a verse. The task of
the auditors – native speakers – was to identify the stimulus (when listening to oral representations of free
verse, an excerpt from fiction, their transformations) without relying on the text using the notation: artistic
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prose – verse. The order of listening is intentionally spontaneous.
At the second stage of auditing, it was necessary to trace the presence / absence of the redistribution of
boundaries between the lines of the verse as compared with the original written version of the free verse. For
this, the auditors were offered to transform the poems into written form.
At the third stage of the auditory analysis, the phoneticians were asked to divide the texts into
syntagmas, denoting pauses (temporal pauses-breaks and pauses-lengthenings, as well as non-temporal
pauses), the duration of temporal pauses as well as to present graphically the accentual and melodic structure
of the syntagma, note stress peculiarities (decentralised / centralised), characterise the temporal differences
of the speech segments and the heterogeneous nature of the tempo (if any) in the polysyllabic segments,
identify the segments characterised by rhythm and specify the isochronous speech segments. The correctly
identified prosodic representations were taken as experimental material for the next stage of the auditory
analysis. The phonetic analysis allowed us to identify the perceived characteristics of the texts under study.
Results and Discussion
All vers libre prosodic features create its poetic form. The results of the auditory identification of poetic
and prose realisations revealed that prosodic features are a fairly reliable factor in determining the type
(prosaic or poetic) of speech. The probability of correct recognition of poetic and prosaic realisations is up to
80%. This is a sufficiently high indicator, considering that the texts for listening were recorded in a
deliberately random order.
The typical features of vers libre are manifested in the distribution of tonal characteristics (a set of
tones, their range, the distribution of scales).
Terminal part in vers libre lines is represented mainly by simple tones. The most frequent among them
are the falling ones (81.3%). Complex tones rarely occur in our experimental material (the falling-rising
divided tone and the falling-rising tone (2.1%)). There is a certain specificity of the use of terminal tones in
vers libre: а narrow range of falling pitch is common to it (44.2%). Falling tones at the end of the vers libre
lines present its typical prosodic parameter:
My ꞌmother ꞌslams the →door
on her ꞌstar-cluster of \dregs
and ꞌpacks me off to \bed. (Muldoon, 1983, p. 52)
ꞌVirgin ⸾ ˈmountaintop ⸾ \snow (Mair, 1979, p. 40)
My ꞌlife is a ꞌcurtained \window,
A reꞌfraction of \light in the ˳mirror,
I am a ꞌflash in a ꞌsnow-covered \field,
ꞌBrilliant in \brightness,
Not a ꞌtorch in the \mist
But a ꞌclear \daylight. (Holt, 1973, p. 38)
The conclusion about the use of the falling tones of the narrow range at the end of a verse line coincides
with the observations of other researchers (Safronova, 1982, p. 55). This feature can be identified as specific
for verses. Prosaic texts demonstrate a smaller frequency of usage of tones of a low range (cf.: “… the pitch
interval determining the fall of the tone in the last syntagma of the phrase in prose speech is not typical for
poetic speech (Zlatoustova, 1962a, p. 27)). According to our findings, it is by 2.4 less than in poetic texts.
The distribution of scales in the material under study also demonstrates certain regularities. The auditory
analysis of the pre-terminal part of the syntagms in vers libre reveals that the movement of melody is mainly
descending. Gradually descending scales (vers libre – 68.5%, cf.: pseudo-verse – 63.8%) and broken
descending sliding scales (vers libre – 18.1%, cf.: pseudo-verse – 15.7%) are most frequent among
descending scales.
The terminal levelling is characteristic of the end-of-line position (vers libre – 13.5%, cf.: pseudo-verse
– 10.7%):
ꞌ Doing her ꞌmorning fan→dango
\
Kitty ⸾ despairing → newspaper ⸾ (Mair, 1979, p. 34)
The conclusion about the end-of-the-line levelling in vers libre coincides with the findings of other
linguists (cf.: “In unrhymed … ver libers there is an alternation of the descending melodic contour (\) with
the level one (→) (Zabuzhanska, 2016, p. 107).
In prose, the intonation contour most often includes a gradual descending scale (82,7%). This figure is
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higher than that in vers libre. In some cases of the prose text, a sliding scale appears. Gliding creates the
effect of increased emotionality in prose and is due, as a rule, to the communicative type of the sentence,
e.g.:
A fine day, a glowing day. Oh, ↑ bright, sharp air! (Coppard, p. 531).
The most important verse qualities are presented by its specific accent system and rhythmical structure
(RS), formed by a set of phenomena.
They include the frequent occurrence of strongly stressed functional words resulting in their prosodic
self-dependence and, hence, stress decentralisation in most vers libre lines:
I have eaten
the plums
that were in
the icebox (vers libre) (Wain, 1963, p. 57).
The same tendency is revealed by other authors investigating the poetic speech. Thus, Agirrezabal,
Alegria and Hulden (2016) pay attention to what they call “complications” (p.772) which arise in the
following line from the ninth book of Paradise Lost, by John Milton:
No more of talk where God or Angel guest
With Man, as with his friend, familiar us’d,
To sit indulgent, and with him partake.
They state that “in the second line above, we see that the word ‘with’ appears as both unstressed and
stressed, showing that the process of assigning prominence to certain syllables cannot depend purely on the
lexical items themselves” (Agirrezabal et al., 2016, p. 772);
The tendency to the similar anacruses is traced in vers libre lines:
I said I love you
Beside the banks of the river (vers libre) (Mair, 1979, p. 58).
I said I love you be ºside the banks of the river (pseudo-prose).
The appearance of the rhythmic dominant on the last ictus of a verse line is a characteristic feature of
vers libre.
Additional stresses in polysyllabic words are due to the alternating placement of prominence peaks:
and the world pirouetted (pseudo-prose)  and the world pirouetted (vers libre) (Mair, 1979, p. 58);
overshadowed and so forgotten (pseudo-prose)  overshadowed and so forgotten (vers libre) (Holt,
1973, p. 17).
Such frequent structures as one-syllable 1/1, two-syllable 2/2, 2/1, three-syllable 3/2, 3/3 and foursyllable 4/3 ones are presented in vers libre.
Masculine clausula is singled out in most vers libre lines:
among stricken trees (pseudo-prose)  among stricken trees (Hughes, 1983, p. 27);
Not a torch in the mist (pseudo-prose)  Not a torch in the mist (Holt, 1973, p. 17).
A frequent transfer of prominence peaks from the first syllable to the last one in three-syllable RSs at the
end of lines and rhythmical uniformity in line cadences have been identified.
The difference between vers libre and prose is also marked by a set of temporal and pausal
peculiarities.
One of them is the tendency to pause isochronism in vers libre, in most cases, the end-of-line pauses of
average duration:
Doing her morning fandango 
Kitty despairing newspaper 
And TV reports 
Decided to send a message
To the little flower company 
In Madras India 
After she polished the floor.  (vers libre) (Mair, 1979, p. 34);
Doing her morning fandango  Kitty despairing newspaper and TV reports  decided to send a message
to the little flower company in Madras  India  after she polished the floor.  (pseudo-prose).
Prose (pseudo-prose) tone-groups sound at the moderate tempo (60,0 %) are combined mainly with
average pauses (53,0 %). Verse tone-groups are realised at the slow tempo (63,1 %) and are delimited with
the average pauses. Verse tone-groups are characterised with the complex tempo modulations as compared to
prosaic ones. This may be the acceleration or retardation of tempo at the verse polysyllabic blocks.
As a result of the experimental-phonetic study of the free verse prosody, the initial hypothesis about the
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correlation of the vers libre with a rather comprehensive specific set of prosodic peculiarities that determine
its specificity was confirmed. An integrated approach to the study of prosody of vers libre allowed
representing its prosodic structure as a hierarchical system of interacting components outlined above.
A number of prosodic features that determine the specific character of vers libre include qualities typical
of poetic speech presented in the verse read aloud. The presence of these characteristics in the prosodic
structure of the free verse is quite natural, since it is not a completely autonomous and isolated system, but
organically complements the variety of poetic forms.
Actually, the poetic nature of the vers libre is determined by a rather comprehensive set of stable
prosodic features. The quality of the “poetic speech” is formed by all the outlined above components of its
prosodic structure. It is important for the vers libre, as it lacks meter.
The tonal features of vers libre include high recurrence of the low and medium descending tone of the
narrow range and a level tone of the low and medium variety, the use of terminal levelling at the end-of-line
position, the usage of gradually descending and broken descending sliding scales typical of poetic speech.
The specificity of the temporal organisation of a free verse lies in the fact that the end of most lines is
marked with a pause, and the relationship between the length of the pause and its recurrence is often marked
by a negative correlation, i.e. the longer is the pause, the less is its frequency of occurrence at the end of a
verse line. The realisation of most syntagms of vers libre at a moderate tempo along with the abovementioned feature is also a typical characteristic of the temporal specifics of the verse.
As it was demonstrated by the examples, the greatest number of typical poetic characteristics is
represented by the accentuation system and features of the rhythmic structure. Thus, the presence of a
prominent syllable as a part of almost all auto-semantic words and the frequent singling out of functional
words with a primary accent leads to their prosodic independence, which ensures decentralisation of an
accent in most lines of free verse.
The specific verse tendencies present in the vers libre also manifest themselves in their pursuit of the
same beginning of verse lines, the appearance of the rhythmic dominant on the last ictus in the line, an
additional emphasis in polysyllabic words due to alternating placement of peaks of prominence in the
English speech.
The study of the rhythmic structure of free verse showed the presence of such frequent rhythmic
patterns in the vers libre as monosyllabic 1/1, disyllabic 2/2, 2/1, three-syllabic 3/2, 3/3, four-syllabic 4/3
ones. Taking into account the rhythmic structures at the end of a vers libre line, it was possible to note the
same figuration in the majority of lines by the male clausula. In addition, the frequent shift of the peak of
prominence from the first syllable to the last one in the three-syllable rhythmic structure at the end of the line
contributed to the appearance of rhythmic uniformity in the cadence of the lines. The number of identical and
synonymous rhythmic structures is large enough to speak of an anaphoric accent rhyme in vers libre.
Conclusions
The experimental phonetic research of vers libre prosody (its auditory aspect) has confirmed the
hypothesis of the vers libre definite prosodic features owing to which it is attributed to versification and at
the same time it is perceived as something different from a metered text and prose.
The prosodic portrait of vers libre is characterised by a considerate number of invariant features. The
most important verse qualities of vers libre are presented by the accent system and rhythmical structure. The
accentual features include decentralisation of an accent in free verse lines; the rhythmic dominant on the last
ictus in the line; an additional emphasis in polysyllabic words. The typical rhythmic structures in the vers
libre are monosyllabic 1/1, disyllabic 2/2, 2/1, three-syllabic 3/2, 3/3 and four-syllablic 4/3 ones. The
tendency to the male clausula and an anaphoric accent pattern is traced in vers libre lines. The tonal specifics
of vers libre is manifested in low and medium descending tone of a narrow range; level tone of the low and
medium variety within the lines. As for the scales, they are frequently gradually descending scales. The
terminal levelling is characteristic of the end-of-line position. The temporal and pausal invariant features of
vers libre include pause isochronism, the end-of-line pauses of average duration and realisation of verse
tone-groups with a slow tempo.
In order to proceed with a comprehensive survey of vers libre prosodic features, it is necessary to carry
out further studies into its acoustic specificity. Typological aspects are of special interest as well.
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